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“The library is making my scientific life easier and more relaxed”
3 essential partnerships

1. The management
2. The network
3. The individual
Essential partnership 1: The management

- The Library
- Faculty Deans
- Faculty / University heads of Administration (RIS)
- Library Boards
- Rector
Essential partnership 2: The network
A library network: 15_9
We are

- A network of libraries and institutions serving a specific subject community:
- Institutions with high-rankings in econ.
- Serving our clients by:
  - increasing visibility of excellent research
  - building added value services
- Serving the network by:
  - focussing on cost-efficiency and innovation
  - developing concrete products
  - maximising on knowledge-exchange structures
Benefits

• Shared projects (EO, Versions, NEEO)
• Pooling of resources and skills for efficiency
• Exchange of experience, best practice, standards
• Sharing of staff expertise from major economics research libraries (management, marketing, content & technical)
• Workshops and staff exchanges
Growth of know-how

- User studies
- Operational efficiency
- Quality control
- Technology
- Advocacy
Essential partnership 3:
The individual:
content provider and researcher
Economists Online (EO)

Online access to the academic output of leading economists
EO facts and figures

- 6 partners, 4 countries, 4 key languages
- 68 authors
- One discipline
- 6,943 bib. references, 2,696 full-text documents
- Open access
Architecture
Full-text open access content

- Journals 1675
- WP/disc 752
- Chapters 269
- Reports 56
- Other 53
- Books (+dis) 38
- Conf 21
Advocacy

• Heads of faculty and researchers
• Problem identification
  – Real-life scenarios
• Solutions: Concrete services
• Library support
• Progress and results
Researcher needs

• Fast access to
  – one’s own research output
  – other quality research output
• Info for research assessment
• Further visibility
• A back-up / archive service
• Spend as little time on administrative tasks as possible
Author fears

- Time is research
- What is in it for me?
- Publishers
- Quality
- Structural support
- Current content
- Critical mass
Concrete services

- Automated publication lists with full text links to final articles and open access content (see next slides)
- A showcase and search service of some of Europe’s leading economists
- Secure archives, some long-term preservation
- Striving for content to be indexed by core selected search engines
The EO Launch

• Showcasing leading economists
• Search the publications of some of Europe’s excellent economists

http://nereus.uvt.nl/oe
http://nereus.uvt.nl/oe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>London School of Economics</th>
<th>Tilburg University</th>
<th>Erasmus University Rotterdam</th>
<th>Maastricht University</th>
<th>Université Libre de Bruxelles</th>
<th>Kiel Institute for World Economics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Economists Online publication lists

London School of Economics

Barr, Professor Nicholas A. (European Institute)
Publication list
(More)

Benigno, Dr Gianluca (Department of Economics and Centre for Economic Performance (CEP))
Publication list
(More)
Table of contents

- Journal articles
- Books
- Book chapters
- Working and/or discussion papers

Journal articles

2004

2003

2002
Higher education funding


Full text available as:

PDF - Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader or other PDF viewer.

Abstract

The expansion of higher education throughout the OECD – and beyond – is both necessary and desirable. But it is costly, and faces competing imperatives for public spending. Higher education finance is therefore salient to an extent that is not yet fully appreciated in all countries, and is also immensely sensitive politically. This paper sets out the core lessons for financing higher education deriving from economic theory and puts them alongside lessons from country experience. The UK reforms announced in 2004 are assessed against the backdrop of those two elements. A concluding section briefly maps out unfinished business.

Additional Information: This is a pre-copy-editing, author-produced PDF of an article accepted for publication in the *Oxford Review of Economic Policy* following peer review. The definitive publisher-authenticated version [Higher Education Funding, VOL. 20, NO. 2, PP. 264-283 (2004)] is available online at: http://oxrep.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/20/2/264. Articles available via LSE Research Articles Online are protected under intellectual property law, including copyright, and are provided for use in the manner permitted by such law. This article may not be further distributed without the publisher's permission.
Higher education funding

Nicholas Barr

London School of Economics and Political Science,
Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, UK

Tel: +44-20-7955-7482; Fax: +44-20-7955-7546;
Email: N.Barr@lse.ac.uk;
http://econ.lse.ac.uk/staff/nb

Economists Online publication lists

London School of Economics

Tilburg University

Erasmus University Rotterdam

Maastricht University
Your query (all fields) trade results in 196 publication(s).

1. A Note on Trade Liberalization and Common Pool Resources
   Canadian Journal of Economics (forthcoming), 2006
   Damania, Richard; Bulte, Erwin H.

2. How trade saved humanity from biological exclusion: The Neanderthal enigma revisited and revised
   Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 2005
   Bulte, E.H.; Koran, R.D.; Shogren, J.F.

3. Trade and renewable resources in a second best world: An overview
   Environmental and Resource Economics, 2005
   Bulte, E.H.; Barbier, E.

4. How trade saved humanity from biological exclusion : an economic theory of Neanderthal extinction
   Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 2005
   Bulte, E.H.; Koran, R.D.; Shogren, J.F.

5. A note on trade liberalization and common pool resources
   Canadian Journal of Economics, 2005
   Bulte, E.H.; Damania, R.

6. Empirical dimensions of integration and trade
   Issues papers, second annual conference : Euro-Latin Study Network on Integration and Trade (ELSNIT), 2005
   Langhammer, Rolf J.; Fouquin, Michel; Schweickert, Rainer

7. The EU offer of service trade liberalization in the Doha Round : evidence of a not-yet-perfect customs union
This is title 3 of 196. The query was (all fields) trade.

**Title**  Trade and renewable resources in a second best world: An overview.

**Author(s)** Bulte, E.H. (info); Barbier, E.

**Source** Environmental and Resource Economics vol.30 (2005) no.4 p.423-464

**Publication year** 2005

**URL** [http://dbiref.uvt.nl/iPort?request=full_record&db=(...)ery=169687](http://dbiref.uvt.nl/iPort?request=full_record&db=(...)ery=169687)

**ISSN** 09246460

**Document type** article
This is title 1 of 1. The query was 169687.

**Title** Trade and renewable resources in a second best world: An overview.

**Author(s)** Bulte, E.H. (info); Barbier, E.

**Source** Environmental and Resource Economics vol.30 (2005) nr.4 p.423-464

**Publication year** 2005

**Number of pages** 41

**Document** [Full text via SpringerLink](http://springerlink.com)

**Document** Postprint

**ISSN** 09246460

**Document type** article
Trade and Renewable Resources in a Second Best World: An Overview

Erwin H Bulte and Edward B Barbier
Draft: August 23, 2004
Paper based on keynote address by Erwin Bulte, 12th annual conference of the European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists, Bilbao (Spain), June 21-25, 2001

Trade and Renewable Resources in a Second Best World: An Overview

Erwin H. Bulte1 and Edward B. Barbier2

1: Department of Economics, Tilburg University.
P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, Netherlands. E.H.Bulte@econ.tu.nl
2: Department of Economics and Finance, University of Wyoming.
Laramie, WY 82071-3905, USA. edbarbi@uwyo.edu

Abstract: We provide an overview and introduction to the emerging field of trade and renewable resources, and discuss the potential impact of trade liberalization on welfare and resource conservation. A key factor determining the effect of trade reform is the institutional context or property rights regime, and our survey is organized such that it loosely follows the development of new insights with respect to institutions in this literature. This implies a transition from the benevolent planner's model to the polar opposite benchmark of open access in the 1990s. Currently the pendulum is swinging back towards management and regulation, but institutions are treated as endogenous. We discuss and compare various key models in some detail and search for common ground between protagonists and antagonists of free trade.

JEL code: F18, Q2, Q16

Acknowledgement: We would like to thank the Council of the European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists (EAERE) for the opportunity to deliver the speech on
An environmental economist

“Excellent, a lot of added value”
Reaching our goals

- The idea
- Resolving real problems
- A clear message
- Concrete products and services
- IPR support
- Feedback
- Advocacy!
3 essential partnerships

1. The *international subject-specific network*

2. The *informed and involved author/reader individual*

3. The *supportive and active management*
And finally …

• For more information see our website at http://www.nereus4economics.info
• Or contact Vanessa Proudman at v.m.proudman@uvt.nl